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Abstract 

In a discussion about climate change a vegan might be seen as a deviant, someone whose 

opinions differs from the group norm. In this research we investigate how the discussion and 

the influence of a vegan deviant might change when there is another deviant in the 

conversation: a climate change sceptic. In a general sample a climate change sceptic might be 

seen as an anti-norm deviant, their opinion deviates in an undesirable direction from the group 

norm, while a vegan can be seen as a pro-norm deviant. Anti-norm deviants are judged more 

negatively than pro-norm deviants. This qualitative study combines social psychology and 

communication sciences, and uses conversation analysis to investigate whether or not there 

might be more coalition formation in conversations with a climate change sceptic, and how 

these coalitions are formed. We found that discussions take place on different levels 

depending on the condition. In conversations without a sceptic, discussion mainly took place 

on the level of who should take responsibility in solving climate change, while in the 

conversations with a sceptic the discussion mainly focussed on the importance of climate 

change and the role of humans in causing it. While the vegan is often not part of coalitions in 

the conversations without a sceptic, he/she is included in the coalitions when a climate change 

sceptic is present. This study gives insights in the influence of deviants in the climate debate 

that might be useful in shaping the manner of discussing climate change and veganism in 

everyday life.  

 

Keywords: climate change, coalitions, polarisation, deviance, veganism 
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Coalition Formation and Polarisation in Group Discussions About Climate 

Change 

While people who express an opinion that is different than the one shared by the 

majority are often judged negatively, they are also the ones encouraging social change. Social 

interactions in small groups are crucial for changing norms and behaviours (Bolderdijk & 

Jans, 2021). A group member who endorses a different opinion within a group is called a 

deviant. Their opinion is different from the opinion shared by the majority of the group: the 

group norm (Jetten & Hornsey, 2014). Deviance from the group norm can go in either a 

positive or negative direction. Someone who has a deviant opinion that is negative and 

undesirable compared to the group norm is judged more negatively by the other group 

members, than someone whose opinion differs in a more social desirable direction. In this 

research we focus on how people react towards a deviant with a more extreme opinion than 

the normative group members, but in a direction that the rest of the group may be able to 

relate to, and how reactions towards and the influence of this pro-norm deviant change when 

someone reveals a deviant position from the opposing camp, one that might be harder for the 

group to identify with. In this qualitative study we investigate how the discussion changes 

when there are two deviants present in the conversation, and whether this transforms the 

situation into an intergroup context.  

Deviance is defined as the violation of prescriptive norms about how members should 

think, feel, or act (Levine & Marques, 2016). Within small groups, reactions towards people 

with a deviant opinion are often negative and deviants can experience rejection by the rest of 

the group (Festinger, 1950 in Jans, et al., 2019). A deviant opinion within a group can thus 

lead to intragroup conflict. On the other hand, deviance is a driving force behind social 

change (Packer & Chasteen, 2010). Social change is often encouraged by minorities who 
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question the normative position (Moscovici, 1980), for example regarding norms and 

behaviours related to climate change (Bolderdijk & Jans, 2021). 

Climate change is an important and timely topic, which is increasingly discussed in the 

media, politics and the public debate. An increasing majority is worried about climate change, 

but even though experts say that adopting a vegan diet is one of the most effective actions an 

individual can take in tackling climate change, vegans are still deviants in many groups. 

While eating less meat is becoming more common, still only 5-10 percent of people living in 

Western countries is vegetarian and about 2 percent follows a vegan diet (Paslakis, et al., 

2020; Statista Research Department, 2022; Van Gelder, 2022; Wunsch, 2021). There are often 

negative associations and feelings surrounding people who follow a vegetarian diet, and 

vegetarians experience rejection (Minson & Monin, 2012; MacInnis & Hodson, 2017; Monin, 

et al., 2008; Cramwinckel et al., 2013; Weiper & Vonk, 2021). Vegetarians are seen as “moral 

do-gooders”, a minority group that makes morally different choices than the large majority 

and who form an implicit threat to a person’s self-view (Weiper & Vonk, 2021). In a 

discussion about climate change the opinion of someone who follows a vegetarian or vegan 

diet can be seen as deviating from the group norm. The current research focuses on what 

happens with the influence of a vegan and how reactions towards this person might differ, 

when there is another deviant within the group: someone who is sceptical about climate 

change.  

In general, most people would agree about the existence of climate change and the role 

of humans in causing it. According to the European Social Survey, less than 7 percent of 

people believe climate change (probably) does not exist and 9 percent of the people who do 

not deny the existence of climate change believe that it is caused (mostly) by natural 

processes (Steg, 2018). Someone who is sceptical about climate change or the role of humans 

in causing it could also be seen as a deviant in the climate debate. When, in addition to a 
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vegan, a climate change sceptic is also part of the group the context changes from a group 

where one person does not adhere to the group norm, to an intergroup context with multiple 

dissenting opinions in which everyone has to choose a position within the debate. In this 

intergroup context, “opinion-based groups” can become more salient. These are groups in 

which a social identity is defined on the basis of a shared opinion (McGarty, et al., 2009; 

Bliuc, et al., 2007). A context of inter-group comparisons, where people are either pro- or anti 

a certain issue, fuels the formation of opinion-based groups (Bliuc, et al., 2007). Members of 

these groups share a similar opinion, but there are no restricted behaviours these people have 

to engage in, in order to pronounce they have this opinion and for them to be part of the 

opinion-based group. For example, people who believe it is important to tackle climate 

change may tend to refrain from eating meat, but social or psychological inclusion in the 

opinion-based group does not strictly require people to engage in this behaviour (Kurz et al., 

2020). We expect that subgroups will be formed within the group discussion and that 

participants will express this by agreeing with or approving of the opinion of another group 

member, and by contrasting themselves from other group members. We define these 

subgroups as coalitions.  

Deviation from the group norm can occur in a socially desirable or undesirable 

direction defined by the group (Stavrova et al., 2016). Pro-norm deviants express a deviating 

opinion in the direction of the group’s prescriptive norm, while anti-norm deviants go against 

the group norm (Abrams et al., 2000; Abrams et al., 2002). Both pro- and anti-norm deviants 

are seen as fitting less well to the group compared to a normative group member, but anti-

norm deviants are seen as more atypical, conflict more with the group norm, and are judged 

more negatively by the rest of the group than pro-norm deviants. On top of that, individuals 

would rather defend a pro-norm deviant than an anti-norm deviant (Miller & Morrison, 2009 

in Stavrova et al., 2016). When we presume that most people believe in the existence of 
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climate change and the responsibility of humans in this, a person who expresses doubts about 

the existence and the causes of climate change can be defined as an anti-norm deviant, while a 

vegan is defined as a pro-norm deviant.  

In this study, we examine whether the larger distinction between the opinion of a 

climate change sceptic and the group norm might also be reflected in the way normative 

group members communicate with this deviant. Individuals tend to compare their own 

opinions to those of others (Festinger, 1954). When the opinion differences between one’s 

own opinion and the opinion of another person in the group are too large, the individual will 

compare themselves less to the person holding this deviant opinion. The more the opinion of a 

deviant differs from the group norm, the more the opinions of the majority might seem alike. 

The majority of the group thus experiences that they all share the same opinion, and feel 

validated in their opinion as a result (Paulus, 2015). Based on these previous findings, we 

expect that when both a vegan and a climate change sceptic are part of the conversation, the 

vegan would become part of the majority, as the sceptic is likely to have a more deviating 

opinion, and might be seen as more distinct from the group norm.  

Deviants threaten the reaching of consensus. People strive to have consensus with 

others (Festinger, 1954). Usually, individuals tend to avoid expressing extreme opinions 

within a group, as extreme opinions of members are often rejected. Depolarisation is a tactic 

that can be used to promote consensus. We are interested to see to what extent there might be 

differences in whether or not depolarisation is used in conversations where members express 

extreme opinions, and if this differs between conversations with and without a climate change 

sceptic. 

The present study 

In this qualitative study we use conversation analysis to investigate whether and how 

coalitions are formed in discussions about climate change and veganism, and whether this 
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varies depending on the presence of a second deviant in the conversation, a climate change 

sceptic. As a deviant offers the possibility for polarisation and conflict in a group discussion, 

we investigate how a group reacts towards other members with a different opinion 

questioning the group’s norm. This study combines the research fields of social psychology 

and communication sciences, linking attitudes, and the expression of these attitudes in a group 

context. The combination of these research fields could provide interesting and important 

insights on the influence of a deviant in group communication, and how the presence of 

another deviant with an opposing opinion can alter the discussion, and possibly with that the 

influence of the first deviant. It may also provide insights into the circumstances under which 

a deviant might be most influential within a group discussion. We will analyse a number of 

conversations of small group discussions about important societal topics, the importance of 

climate change, and how the problem of climate change might be mitigated. In each 

conversation, a confederate is present, who highlights the importance of climate change and 

who advocates for a vegan diet.  

We will test a few hypotheses about the differences between conversations with only 

one or with two deviants, but our research mainly focusses on exploring how coalition 

formation occurs, which strategies group members use to indicate their agreement or 

disagreement with someone else’s opinion, and to show their stance within the debate. 

Coalition formation is examined through the content of participants’ opinions and the way in 

which they formulate, and introduce these opinions. Further, we look at whether the 

normative group directs their communication more towards one of the deviants than to the 

rest of the group. Lastly, we will investigate whether and how group members will attempt to 

depolarise and search for common ground in situations where opposing opinions are apparent. 
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H1: In discussions with a climate change sceptic, there is more coalition formation than in 

discussions without a climate change sceptic.  

H2: In discussions with a climate change sceptic coalitions will be formed between normative 

group members and the vegan (confederate) against the climate change sceptic.  

Method 

Design and procedure 

The current research is qualitative, in which we analyse audio clips of small online 

group discussions. For this study we use existing data from previous research by Koudenburg, 

Jans, and Jonker (submitted for publication). Each group consists of two to four participants 

and one confederate (out of four available confederates). In total, participants met up three 

times, but we only analysed the first two conversations. Each discussion took about 5-10 

minutes. Participants could talk to each other through audio, but could not see each other 

visually. Before taking part in the conversation, each participant was assigned a name with 

which they had to introduce themselves to the rest of the group, and which would appear on 

the screen when that participant was speaking. The participants were either named Jupiter, 

Neptunus, Mercurius or Saturnus. The confederate (the vegan deviant) is always named Pluto. 

At the start of the first conversation, participants were informed that they were placed in a 

group because they have either very diverse or very similar values and ideas. This 

manipulation was part of the original study, but in the current analyses we did not distinguish 

between these groups, because we focused on the differences between the conversations with 

and without a climate change sceptic. In the first conversation, participants had to talk about 

societal topics they found important and believed should be on the government agenda. In the 

second conversation, the participants were instructed to discuss the relative importance of the 

topic of climate change, and ways in which the problem of climate change could be solved. In 

the first conversation the confederate focused on the topic of climate change, and emphasised 
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the responsibility of the individual in tackling this problem, including the importance of a 

vegan diet. In the second conversation the confederate again talked about the importance of 

climate change, and about the impact an individual can have in solving this problem by 

adopting a vegan diet.  

Participants 

Participants were recruited via Prolific and Panel Inzicht for monetary compensation. 

All participants were inhabitants of the Netherlands and were fluent in Dutch. They were not 

acquainted with each other beforehand. Based on a pre-screening, only participants who 

scored below 5 on a 7-point scale assessing past vegan behaviour were invited to take part in 

the longitudinal conversation study, to ensure that veganism would be a deviant behaviour in 

the group context. We analysed 18 conversations of 10 groups with 28 participants in total. 

For two groups, we only analysed one conversation, as we only used the conversations where 

the confederate mentions veganism. We selected four groups with only a vegan deviant and 

six groups in which a potential climate change sceptic was present as a naturally occurring 

second deviant. After analysing we concluded that there was a climate change sceptic present 

in five groups. In four of these groups this scepticism was only mentioned in one out of two 

conversations: two times in the first and two times in the second conversation. The fifth group 

did include a sceptic, but they only clearly expressed their climate change scepticism later on 

in both conversations (which part we did not analyse anymore). We did still label this first 

conversation as climate change scepticism, because their influence on the group is already 

visible in the beginning of the conversation. Further selection criteria include: participation of 

the group in all three conversations (as we only later decided to analyse use just two 

conversations), a group size of at least four people including the confederate, and the same 

number of participants in week one and two. Two groups with a climate change sceptic did 

not completely meet all the selection criteria, as both groups only consisted of three, instead 
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of four, people in the second conversation. This was not problematic, however, because the 

groups still included two participants besides the confederate.  

Definition of variables 

We analysed the conversations to see how reactions towards, and the influence of a 

vegan deviant may change when a climate change sceptic is present as a second deviant in the 

conversation. We analysed the conversations based on the Toulmin model (Schellens et al., 

1994). This is a format that breaks argumentation down into six components. In our analysis 

we only use a claim (opinion) and grounds (argument). We define a claim as an opinion, so it 

is easier to describe different stances participants might have regarding a certain topic. From a 

social psychological perspective it is important to study how participants communicate with 

each other in a discussion, how conflict and polarisation occur, and how groups might come 

back together by forming coalitions or by reaching consensus. Further, we examine which 

themes are being discussed, how these themes relate to each other, and what participants’ 

opinions are regarding these themes. We investigated how a participant contributes to the 

discussion, either by expressing an opinion or by giving an argument supporting an opinion 

previously expressed. On top of that, we looked at whether a participant directs their 

communication towards someone with an opposing opinion or someone with a similar point 

of view, and whether disagreement with someone is expressed implicitly or explicitly. Lastly, 

we investigated if, and how consensus, was reached by the whole group or by part of the 

group. Depolarisation could be used as a means to promote group consensus. We define 

depolarisation as individual acts intended to diminish conflict, and to find common ground. 

Analysis 

To analyse the conversations we first made transcripts of the audio conversations. The 

transcript always begins when Pluto introduces the topic of veganism (see excerpt 1).  
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The content of Pluto’s introduction is standardised across conversations, but the form 

differs. The confederates were only informed about Pluto’s stance in the debate, and the focus 

that should be placed on talking about climate change, individual responsibility, and 

veganism, but had freedom in how they would verbalise this opinion. They were also 

instructed to not introduce the topics of climate change and veganism right away, but to first 

wait and see how the conversation would unfold. The formulation of Pluto’s opinion thus also 

depends on the content previously discussed in the conversation, for example whether this 

Excerpt 1.  

Pluto introduces the topic of veganism (group 41, conversation 1). 

1 Pluto: I may have something that I personally find most important and 

2 I was wondering if I might mention that? 

3 Namely, I think the most important thing to look at right now is the climate, 

4 because I think that the icecaps are melting too fast, the Co2 increase 

5 is too high, the rising temperatures are too high and I think  

6 that the government should really focus on that. And I also 

7 think that we ourselves should really focus on it. So since I started 

8 looking into it more, I have started to eat vegan, to make sure that I do  

9 my part. Yeah, I do not know what you think about that? 
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topic still needed to be introduced by Pluto or whether another participant had already 

mentioned climate change as an important topic (see excerpt 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pluto sometimes also links climate change to another societal topic that is being 

discussed and then continues by introducing veganism (see excerpts 3 and 4). 

 

Excerpt 2. 

Pluto reacts to another participant who introduced the topic of climate 

change (group 3, conversation 1). 

1 Pluto: Yes, I completely agree. I think that the government could 

2 help with that, but that we as individuals can also do a lot about it. 

3 For example, I am vegan and I think if a lot of people would do that,  

4 we could solve a really big problem. 
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Excerpt 3. 

Pluto introduces the topics of climate change and veganism in relation to the covid 

crisis (group 44, conversation 1). 

1 Pluto: Yes, otherwise I can bring up another point that has not 

2 been mentioned yet. I do agree with this, but one thing I have not 

3 heard yet is the climate. And also, when we talk about the covid crisis,  

4 that stems to a large extent from the way we deal with nature. And 

5 I actually think that the climate is perhaps the biggest theme right 

6 now, or the most important theme. But I think that we might also 

7 be able to do something about it ourselves, quite apart from a  

8 government agenda. I eat vegan, for example. That really helps 

9 a lot already. So I think there is also a very important role for 

10 the individual.  

 

Excerpt 4.  

Pluto introduces the topics of climate change and veganism in relation to public 

health (group 34, conversation 2). 

1 Pluto: I wanted to say that climate is of course also related to  

2 public health because, for example, if more and more flue gases  

3 are released into the air, it will also make us sicker. In the big cities  

4 of China you can see that. Respiratory infections, or whatever, are 

5 more common there, caused by human action. And I think that if 

6 we all do our part by, for example, eating less meat or by eating 

7 vegan like I do, it can already help a lot. 
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Following Pluto’s introduction of veganism, we then noted down up to five speaking 

turns (depending on the amount of time still left for the discussion, this could be less). We 

define a speaking turn as someone formulating an opinion, or building on an opinion or 

argument previously formed by another person. Minimal responses, such as “yes”, or “I 

agree”, are not considered speaking turns, but are included in the transcript.  

To measure the different concepts of interest, we coded these transcripts, to form a 

structural and visual representation of each conversation. Each visual representation focuses 

on a different aspect of the conversation. The first coding presents the extent of agreement 

and disagreement within the group. The coding also shows the direction of communication 

(so, at which person a participant directs their opinion or argument), and the formation of 

coalitions between participants. In figure 1 an example of coding 1 is given. Each box with a 

first letter of the name of one of the participants represents a speaking turn. For each speaking 

turn the minimal responses given by the other participants are also noted down. The pink 

boxes reflect Pluto’s introduction and agreement with this opinion of Pluto. The yellow boxes 

reflect disagreement with the first opinion of Pluto. The coloured arrows represent agreement 

or disagreement, and the number besides the red arrow reflects whether the disagreement is 

expressed implicitly or explicitly. The green arrow always represents explicit agreement.  
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Figure 1. 

An example of coding 1 (group 26, conversation 1).  

 

 

A second coding focuses on how many opinions, and arguments supporting an opinion 

are offered in a conversation, and by who. The third coding presents the content of these 

opinions and arguments. As we mainly used the first and third type of coding to draw 

conclusions from the conversation analyses, we will not further explain the type 2 coding. 

Figure 2 shows an example of coding 3. The dotted lines separate the different levels on 

which a discussion can take place. Boxes connected with a horizontal line represent 

agreement, while boxes connected with an arrow represent disagreement in opinions, thus 

possible conflict. Boxes connected with vertical lines represent a participant navigating over 

different levels within their speaking turn. An oblique arrow represents a participant 

disagreeing with a person on another level, and navigating the conversation to a different level 

than the one the previous speaker spoke on. By displaying the opinions and arguments like 

this, specifically related to a certain level, instead of in the form of an excerpt, we can see 

more clearly on which levels participants do or do not agree with each other, and how 

opinions and arguments relate to each other on a certain level.  
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Figure 2. 

An example of coding 3 (group 41, conversation 2).  

 

Participants can have different opinions regarding certain themes that are being 

discussed. An argument can support an opinion that has previously been expressed. The 

difference between an opinion and an argument is that the first reflects someone’s attitude 

regarding a certain topic, while the latter explains why they have this viewpoint. An argument 

often contains more factual information, such as scientific findings and numbers, and can be 

used to persuade others of an opinion. Figure 3 shows an example of a participant expressing 

their opinion, and supporting this opinion by giving an argument in favour. 
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Figure 3. 

The expression of an opinion and a supporting argument (group 10, conversation 1).  

 

Results 

Hierarchical discussion  

The first thing we noticed when analysing the conversations is that a discussion can 

have a hierarchical form and can consist of different levels on which participants agree or 

disagree with each other about the topic of climate change. For example, the discussion can 

start on a more general level on which participants find consensus, but on lower levels where 

opinions get more specific there might be less agreement and more diversity in opinions. In 

the analysed conversations we can distinguish between four levels of discussion: 

Level 1: The contribution of humans to climate change. 

Level 2: The relative importance of climate change. 
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Level 3: The responsibility of individuals in tackling climate change. 

Level 4: The relative importance of veganism. 

The first, and highest level on which disagreement can take place considers belief in 

the contribution of humans to climate change. Figure 4 shows an example of how a discussion 

on this level takes shape. A speaking turn often includes opinions and arguments on themes 

that are related to more than one level.  

Figure 4. 

A discussion on level 1 about the contribution of humans to climate change (group 34, 

conversation 1).  

 

The second level of discussion is about the importance of solving climate change 

compared to other societal topics. Figure 5 reflects an example of a discussion on this level. 

Figure 5. 

A discussion on level 2 about the importance of climate change (group 26, conversation 1). 
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The third level on which participants can disagree concerns the question of who 

should take responsibility in solving the problem of climate change. Figure 6 shows an 

example of a discussion on this level. Pluto states that he/she thinks that the individual can 

play an important role in tackling climate change, but others point out that not only the 

individual is responsible but also, or most importantly, the government and large corporations. 

Figure 6. 

A discussion on level 3 about the responsibility of tackling climate change (group 10, 

conversation 1). 

 

The final level we observed is that of the importance of veganism. Communicators 

may agree that individual’s need to take action, but may have different opinions about which 

actions should be taken, and whether or not people should adopt a vegan diet. On this level 

Pluto talks about veganism. Sometimes participants also come up with other actions an 

individual can take, as we can see in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. 

A discussion on level 4 about the importance of veganism (group 41, conversation 1). 

 

Participants can navigate over different levels, for example, by starting with a broader 

opinion on a higher level about the importance of climate change, and then making their 

opinion more specific by moving to a lower level, talking about who should take 

responsibility in tackling climate change. This navigation can also happen the other way 

around, by moving up from a lower, more specific level to a higher, more general level. It 

seems that only when participants all agree or reach consensus on a certain level, they move 

the conversation to a lower level. For example, when participants agree that it is important to 

tackle climate change, they move their discussion towards the lower level, where they talk 

about whether or not the individual should take responsibility in tackling climate change. 

When opinions differ on this level, they first focus on talking about the responsibility of the 

individual versus the government and large corporations, and try to resolve the inconsistency 

of opinions by trying to persuade the others before moving on to the next level. The 

discussion is stuck on the level where members disagree, and only moves forward when this 

disagreement does not exist or is overcome. 
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In most conversations, participants do not react to Pluto's idea of following a vegan 

diet, but rather only talk about the influence of an individual or suggest a different way of 

taking individual action (see excerpt 5). A possible explanation of this might be that 

participants feel that they do not agree on this topic, but rather than revealing this 

disagreement, they emphasize their consensus on a higher level: in this case, the agreement 

that climate change is an important topic and that individuals should take action. 

Alternatively, they might also give a reason for not being vegan by suggesting that we could 

take different actions to solve the problem (see excerpt 5), or that the problem needs to be 

solved on a different level, for example, not by individuals but by the government and large 

companies (see figure 6 above).  

Themes 

On each level participants introduce different themes that fit the topic discussed on 

this level. The theme discussed on the first level is the contribution of humans to climate 

change. In one conversation, distrust in climate change science is also mentioned, and in 

Excerpt 5. 

Avoiding the topic of veganism and suggesting a different way of taking 

action (group 26, conversation 1). 

1    Mercurius: But yeah what could we do? Around me I see that people 

2    travel much more frequently by car than by public transport. Which I 

3    could somehow understand, as public transport is not really affordable 

4    for certain people. That is an issue that I would like to have discussed 

5    myself.  
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another conversation, science related to the origins of the covid virus is being questioned. The 

second level encompasses the importance of climate change, also in relation to other societal 

topics, such as the covid crisis, and employment. On the third level regarding the 

responsibility of tackling climate change, the most discussed themes include the role of the 

individual or of large companies and the government in tackling climate change. In a few 

conversations the influence of factory farming is also mentioned, and some participants 

highlight that the Netherlands, as a small country, only has little influence in solving the 

problem of climate change compared to larger countries, such as China. The lowest level 

includes the topic of veganism. In some conversations participants also mention other actions 

an individual can take.  

Table 1. 

Different themes discussed per level of discussion.  
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Opinions and arguments 

Participants can have opinions regarding the different themes per level. By expressing 

their opinion a participant shows their stance in a debate about a certain theme. We examined 

the number of different opinions and supporting arguments formed per conversation. We 

found that most participants only express their opinion, and often do not back this up with an 

argument. In total we found that there are four conversations in which only opinions are being 

expressed. In other conversations often only one or two arguments are mentioned, and almost 

always in relation to a participant’s own opinion. This argument might, however, still also 

indirectly give support for the opinions of participants who have the same stance in the 

debate. We only found one conversation in which a participant builds on another persons’ 

opinion by giving an argument in favour.  
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Coalitions 

A subgroup results from participants taking a stance by either agreeing or disagreeing 

with the opinions previously expressed. Based on the data, we identified two different forms 

of coalitions that differed in the direction of communication. The first one was a coalition 

based on explicit agreement with another participant or participants. Coalitions based on 

agreement are formed when a participant expresses their agreement with an opinion or 

argument of one or more participants by giving arguments in favour, or by giving positive 

minimal responses, such as “Yes”, “I agree”, or “Indeed” (see excerpt 6). Participants find an 

ally based on their agreement. When participants form a coalition based on agreement, they 

have consensus with each other on a certain theme. 

The second type of coalition we identified is one based on disagreement with one or 

more participants. Coalitions based on disagreement encompass participants who direct their 

communication towards the person they disagree with, instead of the other participant(s) they 

might agree with. For example, a coalition then exists between two participants who both 

disagree with the opinion of a third person, making them seem, and probably also feel 

Excerpt 6. 

A coalition based on agreement (group 34, conversation 2).  

1    Neptunus: Yes, public health is important in connection with climate. And 

2    yes, by the way, climate is important in connection with public health, 

3     that is true. But whether it helps to become vegan… Yeah, I think we 

4    do still need everything. 

5    Saturnus: I agree with that. 
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connected. Participants find an ally in each other based on their disagreement with one or 

more other participants (see excerpt 7).  

Formulation 

A participant can implicitly or explicitly disagree with a participant.  

  Implicit disagreement. When analysing the data we found that participants can show 

implicit disagreement in different ways. In excerpt 8 we see that the participant expresses 

Excerpt 7. 

A coalition based on disagreement (group 1, conversation 2). 

1 Pluto: I do think that everyone should contribute to the solution. 

2 So we should not just hold the government accountable, but yeah 

3 for example what I do, eating vegan. Yeah, I think if  

4 everyone would do that it would really help a lot, and then the 

5 government could support us in that. 

6 Saturnus: Frankly, I do think that the government also plays 

7 a role in this. I mean we can all start to eat vegan, but then  

8 there is a company like Tata Steel that emits I do not know  

9 how much waste. There is not much we can do about that. 

10 (…) 

11 Jupiter: Simply putted, when we look at the biggest impacts  

12 I think that... You know, it is nice if we can do something 

13 as individuals, but it is still often the industry. 

14 (...) 
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implicit disagreement by avoiding talking about a topic mentioned by another group member 

as they move the conversation in another direction, in this case by introducing a new opinion.  

Excerpt 9 shows another way in which implicit disagreement is expressed, by not 

explicitly saying they think it is a bad idea, but making clear they would not participate in a 

certain behaviour themselves.  

 

 

 

 

 

Excerpt 8. 

An example of implicit disagreement by Neptunus (group 3, conversation 1). 

1    Pluto: Yes, I completely agree. I also think that the government  

2    could help with that, but that we as individuals can also do a lot 

3    about it. I eat vegan, for example, and I think that if a lot of people 

4    would do that, we could already solve a really big problem. 

5    Neptunus: Yes, I was thinking about energy and if we, for example, 

6    should close a coal-fired power station. 

7    (...) 
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 Explicit disagreement. We found that participants can also explicitly disagree with 

another group member by clearly pronouncing their disagreement (see excerpt 10).   

  

Excerpt 9. 

An example of implicit disagreement by Mercurius (group 34, conversation 

2).  

1    Pluto: And I think that also even if people start eating less meat, 

2    that could make a really big difference in the meat consumption. 

3    Neptunus: Hmhm, yes that is true. I do agree with that, but that is 

4    also because I do not eat meat myself. So I do not know if I can be 

5    objective enough. 

6    Mercurius: Then I will be the meat eater, haha. 

 

Excerpt 10. 

An example of explicit disagreement (group 53, conversation 2).  

1    Neptunus: I absolutely disagree with that. I think that the topic itself 

2    is important, and that we should do something about it, but that we are 

3    often exaggerating what we do. 

4    (...) 
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Depolarisation 

Based on the data, we conclude that consensus seems to depend on the level of 

discussion. Participants can have general consensus, for example about the contribution of 

humans to climate change or about the importance of climate change, but might not reach 

consensus on the level of responsibility of the individual in tackling climate change or on 

individual actions, specifically veganism. Depolarisation can be used as a strategy to reach a 

form of consensus within the group. We found that even though participants in a group might 

at first not agree with each other on a certain theme, they would sometimes still reach 

consensus later on, by for example altering their opinion or finding a theme or topic they did 

agree on. Depolarisation does not occur a lot, but it is used in some conversations. In all cases 

of depolarisation, the other participants support this notion by explicitly agreeing. In figure 8 

we can see an example of how a new form of consensus is reached. First, the opinion of Pluto 

on veganism is ignored by the other participants, but they then all find agreement on the 

importance of reducing the littering of plastic waste. 

Figure 8. 

Reaching consensus as a group (group 26, conversation 2). 
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 Excerpt 11 shows an example of another form of depolarisation, as participants 

highlight agreement of the group on a certain level or theme, while they might disagree on 

other levels or themes. A meta-perspective is chosen to zoom out, and look for consensus 

within the group on a higher, more general level.  

 

Excerpt 11. 

Building consensus by highlighting agreement of the group (group 3, 

conversation 1).  

1    Mercurius: I also find it interesting what I hear, because we would 

2    have different opinions, but I believe that all four of us agree that  

3    climate change needs to be tackled. Perhaps we differ in the extent 

4    to which this should be achieved via nuclear energy or in another way, 

5    but I also think that it is a big challenge that awaits us, and indeed one 

6    that cannot be solved so easily, and where we also have to look at other 

7    possibilities. 

8    (...) 
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 Excerpt 12 shows another example of depolarisation by combining two opinions 

expressed earlier by the other participants about the importance of a vegan diet and the 

responsibility of the government. 

Differences between conversations with and without a climate change sceptic 

Level of discussion. When analysing the data, we found that in most conversations 

without a climate change sceptic, participants quite easily agree that it is important to fix the 

problem of climate change. The importance of climate change can be seen as the highest level 

of the discussion hierarchy in these conversations. However, they have different opinions 

about how the problem of climate change should be fixed and who should take responsibility. 

Most discussion takes place on this level.  

In the conversations where a climate change sceptic takes part in the discussion there 

is an extra level of debate added at the top: belief in the contribution of humans to climate 

change. Compared to the conversations without a climate change sceptic, where the role of 

the individual (and the importance of a vegan diet) were discussed mostly, it appears that in 

Excerpt 12. 

Depolarisation by highlighting the importance of a vegan/vegetarian diet and 

the impact of government intervention (group 2, conversation 1). 

1 Jupiter: Something I do notice, because I also try to eat vegetarian at least 

2 two to three times a week, but you do then really notice that the prices of 

3 vegan or vegetarian food, or just fresh vegetables are so much higher. 

4 And I do think that if you would tackle that, for example, you would 

5 already make it a lot easier for people to make that choice in the first 

6 place.  
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the conversations with a sceptic this discussion shifts away from talking about possible 

solutions, towards discussing the importance of climate change and whether or not climate 

change is caused by humans. This shift only happens after the climate change sceptic 

introduces his/her opinion. Before this, the conversation is similar to the conversations 

without a sceptic. In one conversation with a climate change sceptic this is not the case, 

however, as there is no reaction towards their scepticism, and the discussion continues on the 

previous level of veganism (see figure 9). On this level the climate change sceptic then tries to 

form a coalition with another participant against Pluto by giving an argument supporting their 

opinion. The climate change sceptic does not further mention their scepticism. The same can 

be seen in another conversation, where first Pluto and another participant do react to the 

sceptics’ contribution, but then later another participant ignores this scepticism entirely and 

moves the conversation back to a lower level. In both groups the sceptic introduces scepticism 

in the first conversation, and does not mention any scepticism about climate change in the 

following conversation. Perhaps the sceptic felt corrected by the rest of the group, as their 

opinion went unnoticed, and decided to alter their approach. 
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Figure 9. 

No reaction towards climate change scepticism (group 53, conversation 1). 

 

Themes. The themes discussed mostly depend on the condition and the level on which 

discussion mainly takes place. In conversations without a sceptic, the themes discussed 

mostly include the role of the individual or of large companies and the government. In 

conversations with a sceptic, the theme on which agreement or disagreement is expressed 

mostly relates to the contribution of humans to climate change.  

The topic of veganism seems not very central in the conversations, as it is only 

mentioned shortly or not at all by other participants. In seven out of thirteen conversations 

without a climate change sceptic, veganism is mentioned by another participant. However, in 

three of these conversations it is only mentioned by one participant in the group, right after 

Pluto has introduced this topic, and the participant then quickly links it back to the higher-
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level discussion about the role of the individual (see excerpt 13). Participants who speak later 

on do not relate back to Pluto’s opinion about veganism. In one conversation, this is the case 

however, as one participant shortly mentions veganism right after Pluto has spoken (and then 

links it back to the role of the individual), while later another participant combines the 

opinions of Pluto and the other participants and elaborates more on veganism (see excerpt 12 

above).   

Excerpt 13. 

Reaction to veganism (group 1, conversation 2). 

1 Pluto: I do think that everyone should contribute to the solution. 

2 So we should not just hold the government accountable, but yeah 

3 for example what I do, eating vegan. Yeah, I think if  

4 everyone would do that it would really help a lot, and then the 

5 government could support us in that. 

6 Saturnus: Frankly, I do think that the government also plays 

7 a role in this. I mean we can all start to eat vegan, but then  

8 there is a company like Tata Steel that emits I do not know  

9 how much waste. There is not much we can do about that. 
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We found two conversation that more extensively discuss vegetarianism and 

veganism, and one conversation where this is the only topic being discussed (see figure 10).  

Figure 10. 

A whole conversation about the topic of veganism (group 34, conversation 2).  

 

Only in one conversation Pluto finds an ally in his/her opinion about veganism as an 

effective action for solving climate change (see excerpt 14).  
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 In two conversations with a climate change sceptic, the sceptic reacts to veganism 

(right after Pluto introduces this) by saying they also are vegetarian (see figure 2 above) or 

think veganism is a good initiative (see figure 4 above), but then continue to state scepticism 

about the contribution of humans to climate change. After this scepticism is introduced, 

veganism is not further discussed. In one conversation a normative participant first reacts to 

Pluto’s idea of veganism directly after this is mentioned and questions whether people would 

be willing to go vegan. After the climate change sceptic introduces their scepticism, the 

conversation continues to only focus on the level related to the contribution of humans to 

climate change. In one conversation there is no reaction to veganism at all. One conversation 

Excerpt 14.  

Pluto finds an ally in the responsibility of the individual and the importance of a 

vegan diet (group 44, conversation 2). 

1 No, yes, no, I just wanted to give an example. I myself am also working 

2 on this in my daily life, because I have adjusted my diet: I have started 

3 eating vegan. But yes, you can also choose, for example, not to fly or 

4 a reduction in flights because of a pandemic to limit greenhouse gas 

5 emissions. But a diet is also a good way in that regard, for example. 

6 Saturnus: Yes, and I also feel that as a person, or as a citizen, I have 

7 less direct influence on the other issues like social affairs and public 

8 health. So I also feel more responsible for this issue, because I can make 

9 changes myself. For example, indeed, by changing your diet or by 

10 separating waste, or yeah, different things you can do that help the 

11 environment a bit.  
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is different, as there is no reaction towards the sceptics’ contribution, and veganism takes a 

more central role in the conversation (see figure 9 above).  

Coalitions. Based on our analysis, we found that Pluto often has a deviant opinion in 

the conversations without a climate change sceptic when talking about veganism, as in most 

conversations there is little to no reaction on this topic. This could be seen as implicit 

disagreement. It could, however, also be that Pluto’s contribution about veganism goes 

unnoticed, as most discussions shift to a higher-level discussion about responsibility of the 

individual. When participants form a coalition it is in most cases one formed against Pluto, 

and is based on their belief that not only the individual, but in particular the government and 

large companies should be held responsible (see figure 6 above). Nevertheless, Pluto’s 

position as a deviant is less evident on this level, since there is no clear coalition formation in 

half of the conversations.  

In conversations with a climate change sceptic, we see that coalition formation based 

on agreement does not occur much more often than in conversations without a sceptic. 

However, coalition formation based on disagreement is more common in the conversations 

where a climate change sceptic is present. This finding partly supports our first hypothesis, as 

we expected that in discussions with a climate change sceptic, there would be more coalition 

formation than in discussions without a climate change sceptic.  

We can also see that in the conversations without a sceptic, when there is coalition 

formation, coalitions are mostly formed without Pluto or against Pluto, whereas in the 

conversations with a sceptic, Pluto becomes part of the coalition and the coalitions are mostly 

formed against the sceptic. This also shows support for our second hypothesis, as the 

normative group forms a coalition including the vegan, against the climate change sceptic.  

Formulation. In conversations without a climate change sceptic, there is no 
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significant difference between the use of implicit or explicit disagreement. In conversations 

with a climate change sceptic, there is more disagreement in general. In these conversations 

there is also relatively more explicit disagreement, than implicit disagreement. This explicit 

disagreement is expressed mostly by the climate change sceptic. It does not necessarily seem 

that normative group members more explicitly disagree with the climate change sceptic, 

compared to the vegan. 

Depolarisation. Consensus seems to be related to the chosen level of discussion: 

when participants find consensus on a certain level they move the discussion to a deeper level, 

but when it does not seem possible to reach consensus on a certain level, participants move 

the discussion to a higher level on which consensus does exist. The shifting between levels 

seems to be a dynamic pattern in which participants consensualize by finding common 

ground. They only move the conversation to a lower level when this common ground has 

been found. The conversation seems to become stuck on the highest level on which agreement 

does not exist. In most conversations Pluto and the other normative group members agree that 

climate change is an important societal topic. In some conversations without a sceptic the 

whole group, including the confederate, reaches consensus on, for example, the importance of 

reducing plastic waste or on the impact large companies and factory farming have. 

Depolarisation only occurs in the conversations without a climate change sceptic. In 

conversations with a climate change sceptic, consensus by the whole group is never reached. 

In all of these conversations, however, consensus emerges between Pluto and all other 

participants about the contribution of humans to climate change. 

Discussion 

In this study we investigated how people react to the topic of veganism in discussions 

about climate change, and how the discussion, and the influence of a vegan deviant changes 
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when a climate change sceptic is present in the conversation as a second deviant. We look at 

the consequences of this on the formation of coalitions and on how these coalitions might take 

shape. From our results it appears that a discussion about the topic of climate change can have 

a hierarchical form and consists of different levels on which participants can agree or disagree 

with each other. The discussion can start on a more general level on which participants find 

consensus, but on lower levels where opinions get more specific there might be less 

agreement and more diversity in opinions. People might, for example, agree with each other 

about the contribution of humans to climate change or the importance of tackling the problem 

of climate change, but differ in regards of who should take responsibility for this: the 

individual or the government, and large companies.  

When we look at conversations with just one deviant, the vegan advocate, we see that 

most discussion takes place on the level regarding who should be responsible for solving 

climate change. As the confederate states that the individual should take responsibility, other 

participants believe that mainly the government and large companies should be held 

accountable, and that individual actions would have little impact. There is not much 

discussion about the actual topic of veganism. In most conversations, participants shift the 

focus away from this topic, after the confederate introduces it, by either ignoring it and 

continuing to talk about something related to another level or theme, or by linking it back to 

the higher-level discussion of who should take responsibility. In half of the conversations 

there is no clear coalition formation, but when there are coalitions they are mostly formed 

against Pluto, and are related to the level of who should take responsibility.  

In the conversations with a second deviant, a climate change sceptic, most of the 

discussion takes place on the highest level of the hierarchy about belief in the contribution of 

humans to climate change. On this level, the rest of the group found consensus, making the 
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vegan confederate part of the coalition against the climate change sceptic. This finding might 

support the notion that a vegan can be seen as a pro-norm deviant, and a climate change 

sceptic as an anti-norm deviant. The difference between the normative opinion and the 

opinion of the pro-norm deviant is seen as smaller, and in a more socially desirable direction, 

making it more likely that the rest of the group will include the vegan as part of the 

majority. This is in line with research on re-categorization and the common ingroup identity 

model (Gaertner et al., 1993). An overarching category, or a new enemy may change group 

boundaries, and make previous outgroup members now belong to a new common ingroup, as 

they are reminded of their similarities. Members of the common ingroup feel similar to other 

members of this group and are more likely to compare themselves with these members.  

The level of discussion seems to be related to whether or not there is consensus within 

the group. Only when all participants agree or reach consensus on a level, the discussion 

moves to a lower level. The discussion is fixed on the level on which there is no consensus 

and members have different opinions. The strategic function of navigating over the different 

levels thus seems to be to constantly keep searching for consensus regarding different levels 

and themes. People are motivated to create a shared reality, a correspondence in feelings and  

beliefs, when interacting with others (Higgins & Pittman, 2008; Higgins et al., 2021). 

Participants try to overcome their differences in opinions by trying to persuade each other, or 

by finding some form of middle ground. Depolarisation happens in a few conversations, but it 

is interesting to see that it only happens in the conversations where the vegan advocate is the 

only deviant. It might be possible that in these conversations participants might still feel like 

there is a possibility to reach a form of consensus, whereas in the conversations with a climate 

change sceptic, opinion differences are too large to find a common ground. This can be 
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related to research of Festinger (1954), who states that when differences in opinions are too 

large people will no longer compare themselves to this person. 

As for climate change scepticism, this research shows that expressing scepticism about 

the contribution of humans to climate change, shifts the conversation away from talking about 

possible solutions to solve this problem. Climate change scepticism might therefore hamper 

societal change regarding climate change, especially when other group members react to the 

arguments offered by the sceptic. Perhaps a more effective way to deal with climate change 

scepticism might be for others to just not react to it. We found one conversation where a 

climate change sceptic was completely ignored in their scepticism, and one in which the 

confederate and another participant first do interact with the sceptic, but another participant 

then ignores their scepticism and moves the conversation back to a lower level. After this, the 

sceptic did not mention their scepticism anymore. Silences or being ignored are implicit signs 

that tell a person their opinion is not being shared or accepted by the rest of the group 

(Koudenburg et al., 2013; Koudenburg et al., 2020). It might be possible that the sceptics 

corrected themselves to the group norm. 

Lastly, the consequences of shifting the conversation to a higher level do not 

necessarily only have to be negative. Groups want to distinguish themselves from other 

outgroups, and they react most positively to a leader who encourages this distinction (Hogg et 

al., 2012; Knippenberg, 2011). If the vegan becomes part of the coalition, thus the ingroup, 

they could be seen as a prototypical leader, as they positively distinguish the ingroup from the 

climate change sceptic, the outgroup member. This can have positive outcomes for changing 

the group norms, because the vegan now has more influence in the direction of the group.  
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Limitations and future research 

This research is, to our knowledge, the first to explore how people interact with 

someone promoting veganism in a climate change discussion, and how the presence of a 

climate change sceptic might change the course of this debate. There are however some 

limitations to our study. One limitation of the study is that only the content, but not the form 

of Pluto’s speaking turn was standardised. While this decision was made to promote natural 

flow of the conversation, it can also influence the direction a conversation takes. For example, 

Pluto linking the covid virus to climate change resulted in a debate about the causes of the 

virus instead of a conversation about climate change and possible solutions. Pluto also at 

times agrees with the input of others, for example the use of renewable energy or reducing 

plastic waste, while this moves the conversation away from talking further about veganism. 

Pluto’s point may also have come across as believing that an individual should take 

responsibility in tackling climate change and that following a vegan diet is only used as an 

example of how an individual could take action. While it is not necessarily a problem for our 

analyses, as coalition formation can also be analysed at a higher level, it does make it difficult 

to conclude whether participants did not react to Pluto’s idea of veganism because they 

wanted to avoid talking about it, or because they just viewed it as an example argument 

supporting Pluto’s opinion about the responsibility of the individual.  

This also relates to the objectivity of our measures. Even though we tried to perform 

the conversation analyses as objectively as possible by clearly defining the research variables, 

some measures might still be more subjective, for example whether or not someone actually 

agrees or disagrees with the confederate or another participant. When a participant gives other 

examples of actions that can be taken this could be seen as implicitly disagreeing with Pluto 

about veganism, but it does not necessarily have to be, as it might also show that this 
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participant finds it important to tackle climate change and just mentions additional ways in 

which this could be done. Future research could investigate if reactions might be different 

when a vegan advocate more clearly pronounces veganism as the main solution of solving 

climate change, instead of suggesting it as an example of individual action. Perhaps that 

would also give insight into which manner is more influential in convincing people to adopt a 

vegan diet.  

For this study we only analysed the first two conversations out of three conversations 

in total. In each following conversation, climate change and ways to solve this problem 

became more central. The first conversation started broad, as participants talked about 

different societal topics they find important, while in the second conversation the relative 

importance of the topic of climate change is discussed. In the third conversation participants 

were instructed to discuss practical solutions that the government and citizens could 

implement to tackle climate change. We chose to only analyse the first two conversations, due 

to attrition, but also because we believed it would be most interesting to investigate how 

people would react when the confederate or another participant would introduce the topic of 

climate change solutions and veganism, rather than being instructed to talk about this. The 

first two conversations leave more space for participants to freely express their own opinions 

or show manners of avoiding certain topics. For future research it might be interesting to also 

analyse the third group conversation, as there is more space for the confederate to discuss the 

topic of veganism and for participants to react to this specific solution.  

Conclusions and practical implications 

    This research is one of the first to combine social psychology and communication 

sciences to explore the influence of a vegan deviant within a small group discussion, and how 
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this influence might be hindered by climate change scepticism. It lays the groundwork for 

future research that could explore the most influential way of convincing people to adopt a 

vegan diet in a conversational setting. When knowing the most influential way of discussing 

this theme, vegan advocates or organizations can use this to encourage discussions in 

everyday life, such as in class rooms or in the workplace, to stimulate people to adopt these 

diets. The study also shows the influence a climate change sceptic can have in inhibiting a 

discussion about possible solutions. Perhaps this insight can also be used to think about ways 

to deal with a climate change sceptic in a conversation, and how to limit their impact in taking 

the focus of the debate away from discussing possible solutions to solve the problem of 

climate change.  
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